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Flavor 2011: Z’ & Tevatron AFB(mtt)

gut Z
�
µ ūγ

µPRt+ h.c.
7

FIG. 6: Left panel: this diagram contributes to the tt̄ asymmetry, through interference with gluonic contributions to the
same process in the Standard Model. Right panel: a similar diagram gives rise to same-sign top quark production at tree
level. Experimental constraints on tt, t̄t̄ production must be taken into account when attempting to explain the observed tt̄
asymmetry.

V. t− t̄ FORWARD-BACKWARD ASYMMETRY AT THE TEVATRON

The forward-backward asymmetry in top quark pair production at the Tevatron has first been studied by the D0

and CDF experiments in Refs. [52, 53], and recently measured by CDF using a significantly larger dataset [16]. This

new analysis finds a 3.4σ discrepancy between the prediction of the Standard Model and the asymmetry measured in

events with a large tt̄ invariant mass (the discrepancy is less than 2σ if all values of the tt̄ invariant mass are included).

A more recent analysis by CDF identifies further evidence for such a discrepancy among tt̄ dilepton events [17].

One possible explanation for this discrepancy is a flavor-violating chirally coupled Z � boson that mixes, for instance,

up and top quarks [22, 54–59].3 Since such a Z � boson contributes to tt̄ production only in the t-channel (as shown in

Fig. 6), it will not necessarily lead to unacceptable modifications to the total tt̄ cross section, although contributions

to other processes such as same-sign top production (also shown in Fig. 6) must be taken into account.

To assess in more detail the consistency of a flavor-violating Z � boson with the CDF data, we consider the model

proposed in Ref. [22] in which the Z � couples through the operator

gutZ�Z �
µūγ

µPRt+ h.c. , (1)

where PR = (1+ γ5)/2 is the projector onto right-chiral states, and gutZ� is the flavor-violating Z � coupling constant.

We have simulated tree-level tt̄ production in this model at the parton-level using MadGraph/MadEvent. We compute

the tt̄ asymmetry in the tt̄ rest frame as

Att̄
Z� =

N(∆y > 0)−N(∆y < 0)

N(∆y > 0) +N(∆y < 0)
, (2)

where N(∆y ≶ 0) is the number of events in which the rapidity difference between the top and the anti-top quark is

less/greater than zero. Since our simulation is carried out at tree level, it includes only the new physics contribution to

the asymmetry, but not the Standard Model terms which arise at next-to-leading order. To compare our predictions to

CDF data, we therefore add the Standard Model asymmetry, which we take from Ref. [16]. In the left panel of Fig. 7,

we show the tt̄ asymmetry predicted in the Z � model (including the Standard Model contribution) for mZ� = 150 GeV,

gutZ� = 0.5, and compare it to CDF data and to the Standard Model prediction alone. We observe that the Z � model

can explain the increase of the asymmetry with increasing tt̄ invariant mass mtt̄.

In the right panel of Fig. 7, we show the preferred regions of the Z � parameter space. We find that a Z � with a mass

between 100 and 300 GeV, and couplings gutZ� on the order of ∼ 0.3–0.8 provides the best fit to the experimental

observations. We also show the constraints on the Z � model coming from measurements of the total cross section of

3 An alternative possibility is a W � boson coupling down and top quarks [60, 61]. Alternatively, axigluons [62–65] or other heavy color
multiplets [66–70] (but see also [71]) can be invoked to explain the CDF tt̄ asymmetry.
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Minimal flavor violation
New particles/interactions, but flavor structure ~ VCKM
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Dynamics that generates hierarchies in masses &
mixings usually partially aligned with SM
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Origin of this structure?
    
Other dimensionless parameters of the SM:   

gs ≈1,  g ≈ 0.6,  g’ ≈ 0.3,  λHiggs ≈ 1,  

The SM flavor puzzle

YU ≈




6 · 10−6 −0.001 0.008 + 0.004i
1 · 10−6 0.004 −0.04 + 0.001

8 · 10−9 + 2 · 10−8i 0.0002 0.98





YD ≈ diag
�
2 · 10−5 0.0005 0.02

�

|θ| < 10−9



Operator Bounds on Λ in TeV (cij = 1) Bounds on cij (Λ = 1 TeV) Observables

Re Im Re Im

(s̄LγµdL)2 9.8× 102 1.6× 104 9.0× 10−7 3.4× 10−9 ∆mK ; �K
(s̄R dL)(s̄LdR) 1.8× 104 3.2× 105 6.9× 10−9 2.6× 10−11 ∆mK ; �K
(c̄LγµuL)

2 1.2× 103 2.9× 103 5.6× 10−7 1.0× 10−7 ∆mD; |q/p|,φD

(c̄R uL)(c̄LuR) 6.2× 103 1.5× 104 5.7× 10−8 1.1× 10−8 ∆mD; |q/p|,φD

(b̄LγµdL)2 5.1× 102 9.3× 102 3.3× 10−6 1.0× 10−6 ∆mBd ; SψKS

(b̄R dL)(b̄LdR) 1.9× 103 3.6× 103 5.6× 10−7 1.7× 10−7 ∆mBd ; SψKS

(b̄LγµsL)2 1.1× 102 7.6× 10−5 ∆mBs

(b̄R sL)(b̄LsR) 3.7× 102 1.3× 10−5 ∆mBs

UTfit 08, Isidori, Perez, Nir ‘10
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Very strong suppression! New flavor violation
must either approximately (exactly?) follow SM 
pattern… 
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… or exist only at very high scales (102  - 105 TeV) 
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If                 , then the      don’t look crazy.

Log(SM flavor puzzle)

Y = e−∆ ∆

− log |YD| ≈ diag (11 8 4)

− log |YU | ≈




12 7 5
14 6 3
18 9 0
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Figure 1.4: Simple Froggatt-Nielsen diagram.

1.4). Note that the messengers must have appropriate Standard Model and family

symmetry charge assignments - namely, it is relevant to consider the placement of

the H insertion (as it carries SU(2)L charge) and likewise " will carry family charge.

Consider specifically the generation of Md
23 in eq.(1.15): it can proceed precisely

through a simple Froggatt-Nielsen diagram with just one flavon insertion, with d2

and dc
3 as the external fields. If the ordering of H and " are as displayed in figure

1.4, then A must have U(1)f charge +1 (and respectively, Ā has #1).

When the messengers are integrated out, the superpotential term respective to

figure 1.4 becomes:

P =
!""
MA

!!c!H" = m!!!c (1.16)

The e!ective mass is m! $ !""
MA

!H".

A more general diagram is displayed in figure 1.5, featuring more than one super-

heavy mass insertion (Ā and A, B̄ and B, C̄ and C with mass terms MAĀA, MBB̄B,

MCC̄C respectively).

The generalisation is simple, but one should note again that the charges of the

messengers must be such that the diagram is allowed. In order to consider another

specific case, consider for simplicity the following U(1)f charge assignments: "1 has

family charge #1, "2 has #2 and "3 has +3, with all other non-messenger fields neutral

(note this is not the toy model discussed in subsection 1.3.2). With the ordering of

21

Hierarchy => hierarchical
masses & mixing angles{
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Example: MSSM is MFV before susy breaking. 
If flavor is generated well above messenger 
scale, TeV theory flavor trivial (= MFV).

10 CHAPTER 2. THE STANDARD MODEL AND ITS SUSY EXTENSION

In this case, the integral of the D component is invariant. The component vµ(x)
will act as a gauge field, and the neutral fermion ! is known as gaugino. A
composite term that transforms like a vector superfield is given by

!! exp (2gAV
a
AT

a
A)! (2.18)

where we have generalized to an arbitrary semisimple gauge group with gauge
couplings gA and generators T a

A. Furthermore it is useful to define the chiral
spinor fields

2gAT
a
AW

a
A =

1

4
D̄D̄ exp (!2gAT

a
AV

a
A)D exp (2gAT

a
AV

a
A) (2.19)

where now

W a
A(", y) = !a

A(y) +
!
Da

A(y)!
i

2
#µ#̄!vaAµ!

"
" + i""#µ$µ!̄

a
A(y). (2.20)

The most general gauge and supersymmetry invariant action is then given via

S =
#

d4x
!
d2"d2"̄!!

i exp (2gAT
a
AV

a
A)!i +

$
d2"

%
W({!i}) +

1

4
W a

AW
a
A

&
+ h.c.

'"
.

(2.21)
We remark that the D and F component fields are auxiliary since they do not
have a kinetic term, so they can be eliminated in favor of polynomials in the
scalar fields % by the equations of motion. Before doing this, in order to interpret
the terms in (2.21), we spell them out in terms of component fields. First,

#
d2"d2"̄!!

i exp (2gAT
a
AV

a
A)!i =

(

i

|Dµ%i|2 + i&i#
µDµ&i ! g

"
2
)
%!
iT

a
A!

a
A&i + !̄a

A&iT
a
A%i

*

+F !
i Fi + gAD

a
Ad

a
A (2.22)

where
daA = %!

iT
a
A%i (2.23)

Thus this term describes gauge kinetic terms for the scalars and fermions of
the chiral multiplets. Furthermore, it contains a coupling between a fermion, a
sfermion and a gaugino. There is also a contribution to the scalar potential.

The superpotential term gives Yukawa couplings between fermions and sfermions
as well as another contribution to the scalar potential:

#
d2"W({!i})

++++
""

= !Yij({%i})&i&j + Fifi (2.24)

where

Yij({%i}) =
$2W

$!i$!j
({%i}), (2.25)

fi =
$W
$!i

({%i}). (2.26)
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Minimal flavor violation
UTfit, Buras et. al, Hurth et al

Operator Bound on ! Observables

H†
!
DRY d†Y uY u†!µ!QL

"
(eFµ!) 6.1 TeV B ! Xs", B ! Xs#+#!

1
2 (QLY

uY u†"µQL)2 5.9 TeV $K , "mBd
, "mBs

H†
D

!
DRY d†Y uY u†!µ!T aQL

"
(gsGa

µ!) 3.4 TeV B ! Xs", B ! Xs#+#!

!
QLY

uY u†"µQL

"
(ER"µER) 2.7 TeV B ! Xs#+#!, Bs ! µ+µ!

i
!
QLY

uY u†"µQL

"
H†

UDµHU 2.3 TeV B ! Xs#+#!, Bs ! µ+µ!

!
QLY

uY u†"µQL

"
(LL"µLL) 1.7 TeV B ! Xs#+#!, Bs ! µ+µ!

!
QLY

uY u†"µQL

"
(eDµFµ!) 1.5 TeV B ! Xs#+#!

TABLE II: Bounds on the scale of new physics (at 95% C.L.) for some representative "F = 1 [27] and

"F = 2 [12] MFV operators (assuming e#ective coupling ±1/!2), and corresponding observables used to

set the bounds.

of new physics not far from the TeV region. These bounds are very similar to the bounds on

flavor-conserving operators derived by precision electroweak tests. This observation reinforces the

conclusion that a deeper study of rare decays is definitely needed in order to clarify the flavor

problem: the experimental precision on the clean FCNC observables required to obtain bounds

more stringent than those derived from precision electroweak tests (and possibly discover new

physics) is typically in the 1%" 10% range.

Although MFV seems to be a natural solution to the flavor problem, it should be stressed that

(i) this is not a theory of flavor (there is no explanation for the observed hierarchical structure of

the Yukawas), and (ii) we are still far from having proved the validity of this hypothesis from data

(in the e#ective theory language we can say that there is still room for sizable new sources of flavor

symmetry breaking beside the SM Yukawa couplings [28]). A proof of the MFV hypothesis can be

achieved only with a positive evidence of physics beyond the SM exhibiting the flavor-universality

pattern (same relative correction in s ! d, b ! d, and b ! s transitions of the same type) predicted

by the MFV assumption. While this goal is quite di$cult to be achieved, the MFV framework is

quite predictive and thus could easily be falsified: in Table III we list some clean MFV predictions

which could be falsified by future experiments. Violations of these bounds would not only imply

physics beyond the SM, but also a clear signal of new sources of flavor symmetry breaking beyond

the Yukawa couplings.

The idea that the CKM matrix rules the strength of FCNC transitions also beyond the SM

has become a very popular concept in recent literature and has been implemented and discussed

in several works. It is worth stressing that the CKM matrix represents only one part of the

problem: a key role in determining the structure of FCNCs is also played by quark masses, or by

14

Text

If 1-loop suppressed
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Λloop ≈ (
α

4π
)

1
2Λtree ≈

1

10
Λtree



Flavour violating !/!MFV

dimension six operator Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 U(1)2 N-A F

O0 =
1
2
(Q̄LX

Q
LLQL)2 !!4 !!4 1 1 !!2 1

OF1 = H†
!
D̄RX

D†
LR"µ!QL

"
Fµ! x!!2 x!!3/2 x!!2 x! x!!2 x!!2

OG1 = H†
!
D̄RX

D†
LR"µ!T

aQL

"
Ga

µ! x!!2 x!!3/2 x!!2 x! x!!2 x!!2

O"1 = (Q̄LX
Q
LL#µQL)(L̄L#µLL) !!2 !!2 1 1 !!1 1

O"2 = (Q̄LX
Q
LL#µ$

aQL)(L̄L#µ$aLL) !!2 !!2 1 1 !!1 1

OH1 = (Q̄LX
Q
LL#µQL)(H†iDµH) !!2 !!2 1 1 !!1 1

Oq5 = (Q̄LX
Q
LL#µQL)(D̄R#µDR) !!2 !!2 1 1 !!1 1

Table 4: Bounds on the suppression scale of the familon induced operators. The
SM is extended by adding flavour-violating dimension-six operators with coe!cient 1/!2.
Here we report the bounds on ! for the family symmetry models in terms of the bounds
on !MFV for MFV given in Table 1. Here x = (mt/mb)1/2. The bounds come from the
flavour changing operators involving the first two families.

down quark mass matrix, the Cabibbo angle being generated from the mixing in the
up quark sector.

The physical interpretation of the mediator suppression scale depends on the mi-
croscopic physics that has been integrated out. In particular in supersymmetric models
it may be related to the supersymmetry breaking scale and in some cases the bounds
on FCNC may be di"cult to reconcile with SUSY solving the hierarchy problem. In
the next Section we shall discuss the identification of the mediator scale for the case of
the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (the MSSM) and in Section 7 consider
the FCNC tests in SUSY models in more detail.

As noted above the U(1) ! U(1) model illustrates the fact that family symmetry
models can give approximately the same expectation for the Table 1 operator coe"-
cients as MFV. In this case one must turn to the other possible operators involving the
third generation to distinguish them. We emphasised above that, in contrast to the
MFV case, the operators appearing in Table 1 may not be the only ones contributing
significantly to flavour changing processes in the family symmetry models. For the
factorising operators it is easy to use Table 3 to determine the coe"cients of the re-
maining operators. For example for flavour changing involving the light quarks, the
(1, 2) sector, the first three dimension 3 operators of Table 2 all have the same order of
coe"cients for the family models considered. This is to be compared to MFV in which
only the first operator is significant c.f. Table 1. The second and third operators have
a di#erent Lorentz structure and consequently the implications for the phenomeno-
logical importance of the dimension 6 operators involving them may be significantly
di#erent from those involving the first operator of Table 2. It is beyond the scope of

16
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Figure 1.4: Simple Froggatt-Nielsen diagram.

1.4). Note that the messengers must have appropriate Standard Model and family

symmetry charge assignments - namely, it is relevant to consider the placement of

the H insertion (as it carries SU(2)L charge) and likewise " will carry family charge.

Consider specifically the generation of Md
23 in eq.(1.15): it can proceed precisely

through a simple Froggatt-Nielsen diagram with just one flavon insertion, with d2

and dc
3 as the external fields. If the ordering of H and " are as displayed in figure

1.4, then A must have U(1)f charge +1 (and respectively, Ā has #1).

When the messengers are integrated out, the superpotential term respective to

figure 1.4 becomes:

P =
!""
MA

!!c!H" = m!!!c (1.16)

The e!ective mass is m! $ !""
MA

!H".

A more general diagram is displayed in figure 1.5, featuring more than one super-

heavy mass insertion (Ā and A, B̄ and B, C̄ and C with mass terms MAĀA, MBB̄B,

MCC̄C respectively).

The generalisation is simple, but one should note again that the charges of the

messengers must be such that the diagram is allowed. In order to consider another

specific case, consider for simplicity the following U(1)f charge assignments: "1 has

family charge #1, "2 has #2 and "3 has +3, with all other non-messenger fields neutral

(note this is not the toy model discussed in subsection 1.3.2). With the ordering of

21
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=> squarks1,2 ≈ degenerate 

Furthermore, in models of alignment, the phases are assumed to be of order one. Taking

maximal phases, we obtain from Eq. (6.8)

∆m̃2
Q2Q1

m̃2
Q

≤ 0.23,

�
∆m̃2

Q2Q1

m̃2
Q

∆m̃2
U2U1

m̃2
U

�1/2

∼< 0.071. (6.11)

Taking [28] m̃Q = 1
2(m̃Q1 + m̃Q2) and similarly for the SU(2)-singlet squarks, we find that

we thus have an upper bound on the splitting between the first two squark generations:

mQ̃2
−mQ̃1

mQ̃2
+ mQ̃1

∼< 0.05− 0.14,

mũ2 −mũ1

mũ2 + mũ1
∼< 0.02− 0.04. (6.12)

The first bound applies to the up squark doublets, while the second to the average of the

doublet mass splitting and the singlet mass splitting. The range in each of the bounds

corresponds to values of the phase between zero and maximal. We can thus make the

following conclusions concerning models of alignment:

1. The mass splitting between the first two squark doublet generations should be below

14%. For phases of order one, the bound is about 2− 3 times stronger.

2. In the simplest models of alignment, the mass splitting between the first two squark

generations should be smaller than about four percent.

3. The second (stronger) bound can be avoided in more complicated models of alignment,

where holomorphic zeros suppress the mixing in the singlet sector.

4. While renormalization group evolution (RGE) effects can provide some level of univer-

sality, even for anarchical boundary conditions, the upper bound (6.12) requires not

only a high scale of mediation [29] but also that, at the scale of mediation, the gluino

mass is considerably higher than the squark masses.

In any model where the splitting between the first two squark doublet generations is

larger than O(y2
c ), |K

uL
21 −KdL

21 | = sin θc = 0.23. Given the constraints from ∆mK and �K on

|KdL
12 |, one arrives at a constraint very similar to the first bound in Eq. (6.12). We conclude

that the constraints on the level of degeneracy between the squark doublets (stronger than
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A particular class of models:
partial compositeness
(geometric alignment vs. MFV)



Weak scale is unstable

LHiggs = Λ2
H

2 + . . .

elementary scalar Higgs

✘



π

ρ, . . .

π
π → π + α

mass protected by global symmetry

Inspiration by QCD



global QCD symmetry!

π

Potential tilted:
due to quark masses
and gauging of EM

GB → pGB

ρ, . . .

π

Inspired by QCD

m2
π± ≈

αem

4π
Λ2

QCD

Fermions get masses by 
coupling to this new sector

MFV or not MFV?



Old Flavor problem of composite Higgs

     can not be too 
large, because want 
top mass

Λ = O(TeV)
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Two ways of giving mass to fermions… 

Bi-linear (like SM):

Linear :

L = yfLOR + yRfROL + mOLOR, OR ∼ (3, 2) 1
6

L = yfLOHfR, OH ∼ (1, 2) 1
2

D.B. Kaplan ’91

Generating fermion masses 

similar to the SM

flavor blind 
couplings to the 
strong sector 
possible

!

 Flavor originates 
somewhere else

If high scale ⇒ MFV
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Two possibilities:
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Y*

Quarks & Leptons mix with
strong sector 

mass      compositeness



|SM� = cos φ|elem.� + sinφ|comp.�

|heavy� = − sin φ|elem.�+ cos φ|comp.�

Partial compositeness

Composites are heavy (                  ).

Light quarks have very little composite admixture.

mρ ≈ TeV



 

strong sector elementary fields

Higgs&EWSB
top
resonances

u, d, c, s, b, Aµ

ρµ

g∗, mρ 1 <∼ g∗ <∼ 4π

mixing ∝mass

Kaplan; Contino, 
Kramer, Son, Sundrum
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u,d,c,s,bR tR, QL

Higgs
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KK modes

F(tR)

F(QL)

UV IR

Degree of compositeness: sin φ = F (c) ∼
�

TeV
Mpl

�c− 1
2

RGE of the mixing  UV            IR
Contino, Pomarol;
Contino, et al



Resonance production (option 1)

high pT

u

u

∼ g2∗ sin
2 θuR

sup

sup

ρ

strongly suppressed for 
light quarks!



Resonance production (option 2)

high pT

u

u

ρgluon

similar to             mixingγ − ρ

∼ gs
g∗

NB,  gluon-rho-rho = 0



Resonance decay

high pT

decays dominantly
into 3rd generation!
(tt, bt, bb)

t , b

t , b

ρ



Top FCNCs

Br(t→ q(Z, γ, G)) ∼ 10−12SM

Br(t→ cRZ) ∝ |UR|23 × δgZ ∼ 10−5

partial compositeness/
warped flavor

LHC (100 1/fb)

Br(t→ (Z, γ)) ≥ 10−5
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Collimation poses 
challenge 
(mKK ~ 3 TeV  vs.  mtop)

Resonances decay to Tops

Fascinating Top Warped Physics @  LHC

t 
top jets, road to KK’s discovery

Agashe, Belyaev, Krupovnickas, GP & Virzi (07); 

Lillie, Randall, Wang (07).

KK’s decay to boosted tops:

Collimation is a challange
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KK gluon

high pT - flavor interplay!
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FCNC protection

Y*

Gherghetta, Pomarol; Huber;Agashe, Perez, Soni; 

md ∼ v sin θdLY
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RS-GIM

FCNCs suppressed by 
the same mixingsresonancesdL sdR

ssL ssR

g* g* ∼ g2∗
M2

ρ

sdLsdRssLssR

∼ g2∗
M2

ρ

mdms

vY 2
∗K0 − K̄0



              (strongest from      )

                           

              (strongest constraint from         ) 

              neutron EDM

Little CP problem

K K̄ M∗ >∼ 10
�

g∗
Y∗

�
TeV

!
b s

γ

h

�K

∆F = 1

∆F = 2
Csaki, Falkowski, AW; Buras et al; Casagrande et al

M∗ >∼ 1.3 Y∗ TeV

��/�

∆F = 0

Gedalia et. al

Agashe et. al, Delaunay et. al, Redi, AW

M∗ ≥ 2.5Y∗ TeV

d

g

g∗ ≈ Y∗ ≈ 3 . . . 6



ΛNP

<H>

ΛFlavor

E

?

generate YU,D at high scale

new physics dynamics can 
depend non-trivially on YU,D



strong sector

sweet spot if  Y’s  “shine” into the bulk, 

Flavor triviality: dynamical MFV

 

SU(3)Q × SU(3)u × SU(3)d

flavor 
trivial

su, sd ∼ Yu, Yd

mixing ~ Yukawas

Cacciapaglia, Csaki, Galloway, Marandella,Terning, A.W.

Delaunay et al

mρ ≈ 2TeV

=> flavor gauge bosons predicted (in 2 slides)

mixing can be large & universal
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At the partonic level, the asymmetry is given by [27,
28]

Â ! !tŝ |D|2 ataqg2s!
!

g2s(ŝ"m2
KK) + 2g2s!ŝvtvq

"

, (17)

where D"1 # ŝ " m2
KK + imKK!KK. Here !KK is

the KK-gluon width, gs is the QCD coupling, ŝ and
!t #

#

1" 4m2
t/ŝ are the center of mass energy squared

and the top quark velocity, respectively, in the tt̄ frame,
and vq # """1 + 1

2 (f
2
qL + f2

qR) and aq # 1
2 (f

2
qL " f2

qR) are
the vector and axial parts of a qq̄ pair to the KK-gluon.
We show in Fig 1 the di"erential asymmetry as a function
ofMtt̄ for the above sweet spot parameters3, compared to
the recent CDF result [14]. Note, however, that the CDF
data is not unfolded to the partonic level, so it cannot be
directly compared to the flavor triviality expectation, yet
the overall trend is similar. We also show NLO Monte-
Carlo predictions for the SM asymmetry at the partonic
(black dashed curve) and detector (red circles with error
bars) levels. Comparing these two curves, we learn that
the unfolding factor is rather flat. Hence we expect that
the general behavior of the unfolded distribution would
be similar to the CDF one shown in Fig. 1, thus main-
taining the shape agreement between the data and our
prediction.
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FIG. 1: Top pair di!erential forward-backward asymmetry
Att̄ as a function of Mtt̄ . Our prediction (including the SM)
is in a solid blue line, while the CDF measurement (at the
detector level) is described by the yellow shades [14]. The
black dashed line stands for the SM partonic level prediction
computed by MCFM, while the red circles with error bars cor-
respond to the detector level prediction from MC@NLO [14].

As an explicit comparison, we note that for the sweet
spot of Eq. (1) the asymmetry at Mtt̄ > 450 GeV is
19% (including the SM), which is more than 2# below
the CDF measurement in Eq. (16). Yet for the total

3 We include the SM NLO contribution in a similar way to [28].
We estimate that the uncertainty from the non-universality of
the k factors is O(10%).

asymmetry, our prediction is 12%, which is less than 1#
away from the CDF result. At the same time the total
tt̄ production cross section is 1.2# below the measured
value, while the di"erential cross section agrees with the
CDF data [28].

Another important consequence of the flavor trivial-
ity approach is an enhanced cross-section for the pro-
duction of high-pT top pairs, compared to the anarchic
RS scenario. This is particularly interesting in view of
the recent CDF study of boosted massive jets [15, 16].
This analysis looks for two massive jets, with mass of
130"210 GeV and a pT in the range of 400-500 GeV. An
excess of 3.44# relative to a simple (yet naive) data driven
estimation of the QCD prediction is observed. If one is
to interpret this excess as coming from new physics, a
new source of hadronic tops is required with a cross sec-
tion of roughly 11± 3.2 fb [29]. We find that our model
yields a contribution to the tt̄ hadronic cross of $5 fb, on
top of the SM prediction of 2 fb [15, 30]. This is about
1.8# below the observed excess. A possible tension with
the reported measurement is that no excess was found
in hadronic-leptonic top pair events. However, the cor-
responding search relies on a large missing energy cut,
which tends to be noisy, with somewhat smaller signal
to background ratio [15]. In the case of our prediction
above, this tension is only at the level of 1# (see [29]).

The excess of top pairs implied above can be detected
using jet substructure analysis techniques. One such
example is the jet shape variable named planar flow
(PF) [31] (see also [32]). High-pT QCD jets tend to give
low PF values, while top jets lead to higher PF values.
In Fig. 2 we present a comparison of the PF distribu-
tion between the SM, our model and the latest CDF
data [16, 17], for jets with mass of 130-210 GeV and
pT of 400-500 GeV. We use Madgraph/MadEvent [33]
with the Pythia package [34] and modified MLM match-
ing [35], and the results are interfaced to FASTJET [36]
for jet clustering. For the SM QCD + top jet PF distri-
bution, we find a ratio for the SM tt̄: QCD contributions
of 1:13. 4 This is just to illustrate the method since the
QCD di"erential cross section has a sizable uncertainty.
It is evident that the RS contribution is somewhat closer
to the data than the pure SM distribution.

Higgs Mass Dependence. It is known that the
goodness-of-fit of the SM to EW precision observables
strongly depends on the Higgs mass, and rapidly deteri-
orates when the latter is raised above the LEP bound.
Interestingly, our model’s fit depends only mildly on the
Higgs mass, as can be seen in Fig. 3. Thus, large Higgs
mass values are still compatible with the model, without

4 For QCD, we use MG/ME with a modified MLM matching
scheme, while for tt̄ events, we rescale the LO MG/ME cross
section (without matching) to the NLO cross section [15, 30].

MFV-RS allows for sizable AFB

(Small asymmetry in anarchic warped flavor.            )  Bauer et al

plot from Blum et al
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asymmetry, our prediction is 12%, which is less than 1#
away from the CDF result. At the same time the total
tt̄ production cross section is 1.2# below the measured
value, while the di"erential cross section agrees with the
CDF data [28].

Another important consequence of the flavor trivial-
ity approach is an enhanced cross-section for the pro-
duction of high-pT top pairs, compared to the anarchic
RS scenario. This is particularly interesting in view of
the recent CDF study of boosted massive jets [15, 16].
This analysis looks for two massive jets, with mass of
130"210 GeV and a pT in the range of 400-500 GeV. An
excess of 3.44# relative to a simple (yet naive) data driven
estimation of the QCD prediction is observed. If one is
to interpret this excess as coming from new physics, a
new source of hadronic tops is required with a cross sec-
tion of roughly 11± 3.2 fb [29]. We find that our model
yields a contribution to the tt̄ hadronic cross of $5 fb, on
top of the SM prediction of 2 fb [15, 30]. This is about
1.8# below the observed excess. A possible tension with
the reported measurement is that no excess was found
in hadronic-leptonic top pair events. However, the cor-
responding search relies on a large missing energy cut,
which tends to be noisy, with somewhat smaller signal
to background ratio [15]. In the case of our prediction
above, this tension is only at the level of 1# (see [29]).

The excess of top pairs implied above can be detected
using jet substructure analysis techniques. One such
example is the jet shape variable named planar flow
(PF) [31] (see also [32]). High-pT QCD jets tend to give
low PF values, while top jets lead to higher PF values.
In Fig. 2 we present a comparison of the PF distribu-
tion between the SM, our model and the latest CDF
data [16, 17], for jets with mass of 130-210 GeV and
pT of 400-500 GeV. We use Madgraph/MadEvent [33]
with the Pythia package [34] and modified MLM match-
ing [35], and the results are interfaced to FASTJET [36]
for jet clustering. For the SM QCD + top jet PF distri-
bution, we find a ratio for the SM tt̄: QCD contributions
of 1:13. 4 This is just to illustrate the method since the
QCD di"erential cross section has a sizable uncertainty.
It is evident that the RS contribution is somewhat closer
to the data than the pure SM distribution.

Higgs Mass Dependence. It is known that the
goodness-of-fit of the SM to EW precision observables
strongly depends on the Higgs mass, and rapidly deteri-
orates when the latter is raised above the LEP bound.
Interestingly, our model’s fit depends only mildly on the
Higgs mass, as can be seen in Fig. 3. Thus, large Higgs
mass values are still compatible with the model, without

4 For QCD, we use MG/ME with a modified MLM matching
scheme, while for tt̄ events, we rescale the LO MG/ME cross
section (without matching) to the NLO cross section [15, 30].
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(Small asymmetry in anarchic warped flavor.            )  Bauer et al

Kagan, Kamenik, Perez, Stone

measurement at LHCb?

plot from Blum et al



Flavor gauge bosons at LHC

geffG(1)KK
µ ψ̄ψ

LHC phenomenology for string theorists Joseph Lykken

At NNLO (see Figure 3) one gets a result with a reduced dependence on

µF (not to mention an even more reduced dependence on the

renormalization scale). Given a NNLO result, one can pick the optimal

value for µF such that the NLO and NNLO results agree. This is

similar in spirit to the K factor method. This trick is important

because NLO event generators are beginning to become available for

LHC physics, whereas NNLO event generators are out of the realm of

possibility for (at least) the LHC era.

Drell-Yan

Figure 4: Schematic of Drell-Yan production.

Drell-Yan means the production of a pair of hard muons or electrons

through quark-antiquark annihilation into a virtual photon or Z boson

(see Figure 4). This process has a clean final state that is relatively easy

to detect experimentally. Letting kµ, k!
µ denote the 4-momenta of the

leptons, the invariant mass squared of the dilepton pair is given by

M2 = (kµ + k!
µ)(kµ + k!µ) . (14)

In the data, a plot of the lepton invariant mass versus number of events

should show a strong peak around M2 = M2
Z = (91.19 GeV)2. Such a

peak is indeed seen in the Tevatron data (see Figure 5).

EC-RTN Winter School CERN, 15-19 January 2007

Flavor gauge bosons do not have
massless modes (flavor is broken)

no            mixing !γ − ρ

But quark composite mixing can be 
flavor universal & large

∼ g2∗ sin
2 θuR

Csaki, Kagan, Lee, Perez, AW
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Text

Flavor Gauge Boson @ Tevatron?
L = geff ūRV

A
µ
TA

2
γµuR + h.c.

Att̄
FB(Minv > 450GeV ) ∼ 10%

Can partially explain 
AFB with the usual 
constraints:

i) diff. cross section 

ii) inclusive

<

Ni � 0.1

0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.0

Ni � �0.1

Nh700�800 � 0.5

Nh600�700 � 0.35

0.1

500 1000 1500 20000

1

2

3

4

5

MFGB

geff

MFGB <900 GeV, geff ~O(1)

σNP/σSM(pT>400GeV): 2-3
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Conclusions

Most well-motivated models of NP at the TeV
predict experimentally resolvable deviations from
the SM

Discovery of non-MFV new physics might give
insight in origin of  Yukawas

high pT  can also offer window into flavor 
(see explanations of the top FB anomaly) 


